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The University of Colombo

“Buddhi Sarvathra Bhrajate”, in
Sanskrit “Wisdom Enlightens”, the
motto of the University of Colombo
delineates
the
endeavours
for
academic excellence in all areas of
study. The university being one of
the oldest university not only in
Sri Lanka, but also in South Asia.
It strives hard to preserve “A true
academic spirit including academic
freedom”.
The
University
of
Colombo with distinctive structure is
composed of seven (08) Faculties with
44Academic Departments, a Campus,
a School, Institutes and several
Centres and Units. The University
was ranked among the top 300 in the
prestigious Times Higher Education
BRICS & Emerging Economics
Rankings 2017. The inclusion of the
University of Colombo in the BRICS
& Emerging Economies ranking
is a significant achievement, as it
indicates Colombo University as one
of the top 300 institutions in the 50
countries included in the analysis.
Being a University in a country with
one such transforming economy,
achieving this ranking among
renowned institutions worldwide
is indeed a commendable feat.

Today, the University of Colombo
with a proud history of over 115 years
continues as a source of strength to
meet the challenge of maintaining
its position as the “Metropolitan
University, Modern and International
in
Outlook and Character”. The
location of the University affords the
student population all the advantages
of a “metropolitan university”,
with easy access to international
information/
resource
centres,
libraries, theatres, sports complexes etc.
The University of Colombo has a
multi-cultural multi-ethnic student
and staff population, fostering
social harmony, cultural diversity,
equal opportunity and unity. Many
undergraduate and postgraduate
study courses in the fields of Arts,
Science, Medicine, Management,
Finance, Law, Education, IT, Aesthetic
Studies pave the way for sustainable
and accelerated human capital
development which is necessary to
archive higher economic growth and
development. Student life is enhanced
by a plethora of extra-curricular
activities offered on campus. The
beautiful playground and the modern
gymnasium offer sportsmen and
women the opportunity to exploit and
develop their abilities to the fullest. The
New Arts Theatre is often the arena
for spotlighting the dramatic/musical
talents of our student population.
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IHRA-Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow...
The history of Institute of Human
Resource Advancement (IHRA),
University of Colombo runs into
nearly four decades. Its predecessor;
Institute of Workers Education (IWE)
was established in 1975 under the
Ordinance No.11 of 1979 which was
amended by Ordinance No. 01 of
2006 to establish the present IHRA.
The IHRA is one of the institutes of
University of Colombo, the oldest
university of the country, which comes
under the top 1000 universities in the
world. Being an institute, its academic
activities are closely synergized by the
University of Colombo, thus IHRA is
bound to maintain high standards in
all its academic affairs and it always
maintains good traditions an any
other higher learning institute in the
world. IHRA, as IWE, was initially
started with the purpose of opening
doors for employees who are denied
or dropped out from formal education,
especially, from higher education.
With the time the focus has further
been broaden to embrace “Education
for all throughout life”. Accordingly,
today IHRA programmes provide
comprehensive
higherlevel
education of accepted quality to all
categories of employees
enabling
them to develop work related skills,
leadership qualities and understand
their responsibilities as employees
so that they can make an effective
contribution to both their work place
as well as the country. After initially
offering certificate and diploma
programmes, in 1986 IHRA started
to offer a degree programme namely
Bachelor of Labour Education (BLE).

During its nearly four decades’ history,
IHRA has seen many changes and new
developments within its environment,
among them, growth of private sector,
emergence of knowledge economy
and globalization of workforce
are noteworthy. In its attempts to
embrace these developments, IHRA
has continuously evolved and its
original purpose - “educating workgroups” has gained a new meaning.
As at present ‘work-group’ means
‘managerial/professional
work
group’, and, IHRA is committed to
develop human talents of ‘managerial/
professional work group’ as well.
During 2007 IHRA expanded its
academic activities and also began to
offer Masters degrees, though BLE is
considered as its main programme
still. With these development, a
need of changing its name was felt
and in 2006 the Institute of Workers
Education was renamed as Institute
of Human Resource Advancement.
2015-2016,
IHRA
revisited
its
academic programmes and decided
to emphasis its focus and scope thus
decided to discontinue some of the
programmes it offered for several
years. Furthermore, IHRA revised ByLaws, regulations and all curricula to
meet the changing needs of its main
stakeholders, employees and their
employers and to be on per with
Sri Lanka Qualification Framework
(SLQF). Currently, IHRA is working
towards
obtaining
international
accreditations for its programmes.
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Consequently, IHRA strives to
develop human talents towards a
progressive society and believes that
our society can and must progress.
The progress that we are looking for is
continuous and gradual. The progress
that we aim is holistic embracing
our own economic, social, cultural
and political aspirations. We believe
that the progressive society is the
society that makes social, cultural
and political aspirations of its people
a reality. Thus all what we do for
developing human talents are guided
and shaped by this fundamental
belief. IHRA is looking forward to
become an institute of excellence
totally committed to advance the
human resource as mature, intelligent
‘knowledge-users’ equipped to face
challenging global situations and
strengthen the human foundation of
our national development. Towards

this end, IHRA is going through
a
major
transformation
while
consolidating rich academic tradition
and
high
academic
standards
inherited from University of Colombo.
This transformation aims at obtaining
local and global accreditations for
its academic programmes, meeting
standards of good governance, to
become most sought after employee
brand and a socially responsible
public institute. We see IHRA as a
full pledge public higher learning
institute offering certificates to
higher degrees for all category of
workgroups in 2022. We see IHRA
as a regionally competitive higher
learning institute located in Colombothe most dynamic mega police in
the South Asia in 2022. We see that
students and alumnus of IHRA is
effectively contributing to transform
Sri Lanka as a progressive society.
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Vision

“To be a center of excellence in
teaching, learning and
researching to strengthen
human resources for the
development of the progressive
society within the global
context.”
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Mission

“To provide nationally competitive and
internationally recognized opportunities for
learning, research and engagement to
diverse group of managerial,
non-managerial employees and
entrepreneurs with a focus of competency
development in leadership,
entrepreneurship and critical thinking with high
social and ethical standards through a competent and
dedicated staff and
state-of-art technologies of
Human Resource Development.”
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01

Freedom of
Education

02
Progressive
Thoughts

05
Transference in
What We do

Our Core
Values
03
Diversity and
Inclusion

04
Community
Spirit

Value 01: Freedom of Education

Value 03: Diversity and Inclusion

While continuing free education for nonmanagerial employees who dropped out
from their formal higher education, we
value developing managerial employees
and professionals for whom higher
learning is beyond their reach.

Not only we appreciate diversity, we value
inclusive work culture that accept and
promote differences in our values, beliefs,
backgrounds, talents and work orientations
in order to ensure that our institute
and society benefit from the diversity.

Value 02: Progressive Thoughts

Value 04: Community Spirit

We value working together for the
advancement of society doing each
one’s part with the highest commitment,
sharing results of our collective effort
equitably and sustaining and advancing
what we achieve for our future
generations within and outside the IHRA.

We value becoming a group of people with
shared aspirations, a cause and a “self” thus
we value building ourselves as community.
Value 05: Transference in What We do
We encourage morally correct conduct
in the IHRA community and beyond
while actively encouraging unrestricted
access to knowledge and information to
the extent that it does not violated the
confidentiality that we need to maintain
as an Institute of higher learning.
Master of Science in Service Management
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Message from the Director - IHRA
It is with the great pleasure that I welcome you
to the Institute of Human Resource Advancement
(IHRA), University of Colombo as a student of its
Master of Science in Service Management. You can
be proud of yourself since you could be one of the
few who will become a member of a privileged
and distinguished
academic community of
University of Colombo, the single most respected
Sri Lankan University.
I heartfully congratulate you for your achievement.IHRA, being a part of University
of Colombo, the oldest university in Sri Lanka, is dedicated to sustain long established
academic traditions while being open to new ideologies and expectations of changing
academia and corporate world. This disposition that we maintain throughout our forty
years of history is what makes our graduates unique. I assure you that you will not be
just one in the crowd, but one who stands out from the crowd.
We at the IHRA do not expect to produce good mangers but great managers. Greatness
does not come without sacrifice. Anyone who wants to become ‘great’ cannot achieve
it by ‘balancing’ or ‘managing’ competing desires, demands and obligations but
only by scarifying all from the one in what he or she wants to become great. So this
inauguration marks the beginning of many sacrifices for one worthy cause-becoming
one who stands with Masters or MSc.
All what we do in the IHRA is done with the believe that our society can and
must
progress. The progress that we are looking for is continuous and gradual.
The progress that we aim at is holistic embracing our economic, social, cultural
and political aspirations of people of that society a reality. On behalf of the
IHRA community I wish, to extend my profound gratitude to you for your
decision to become a believer of this and be a part of our progresive system.

Professor JASK Jayakody
Director
Institute of Human Resource Advancement
University of Colombo
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Message from the Coordinator - IHRA
Welcome to the Institute of Human Resource
Advancement – University of Colombo. We are excited
you have chosen IHRA as a part of your educational
experience. We are here to help you to achieve
your professional development and academic goal.
Providing high quality customer service is essential
for any organization’s survival at good as well as
bad economic times. It is good customer service that
shall build an image for the business in the minds of satisfied customers. We
identified the need of any academic program to shape the knowledge and
change the behavior of employees who are engaging in the service industry.
Support to this: the service industry now amounts for more than half of the
country’s GDP in Sri Lanka; therefore the message becomes clear that admirable
customer service is now the key to competitive advantage in a business. By
considering all factors, IHRA launches this Service Management Program
aspiring to provide high quality customer oriented employees to the service sector.
Good Customer Service is not just the duty of the frontline staff. It should
permeate throughout the organization whereby senior management has
to believe in it and walk and talk in order to create a service culture in
the company, thus, our service management programs from certificate
to master levels would cater to the entire company needs in all sectors.
We are expected to maintain high quality standards in teaching, assessing,
and administration of the course. We take great pride in our reputation and
assure our students of our commitment to these standards. Please feel free
to speak to our dedicated staff members at any time to get a clarification of
any issues or queries you might have about this program or your studies.
We hope you will enjoy your experience at IHRA!
Ms. Kamani P Matotaarachchi
Senior Lecturer
Course Coordinator
Institute of Human Resource Advancement
University of Colombo
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Why Choose
Master of Science in Service Management
An overview of the Program
In the Sri Lanka, and indeed the global
economy, has moved from an industrial
nation to a services nation. A service
driven world requires differences in
how to design, develop, deliver and
manage. Almost all the expected
growth in jobs and increases in the
Gross National Product (GNP) will
come within the services industries.
In every industry, modern customers
are sophisticated and demanding.
They
are
knowledgeable
and
expecting high quality service from the
service providers. In this competitive
and complex era, companies are
demanding the people who can

effectively achieve organizational
goals. To provide the best service to the
organization employees need to know
how to employ all the tools efficiently
and effectively.
This Service Management Program
will address the services market and
provide organization with the skills to
meet the needs of today and tomorrow.
The Service Management program is
highly designed for professionals who
wish to improve the predictability,
productivity and quality of services
by applying management and scientific
disciplines to service.
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Learning Outcomes of the Programme

Mastery

comprehensive and thorough knowledge and understanding of service
management discipline with sufficient insight into its current and future
developments.

01

Intellectual Rigor

Excellence in informed-decision and critical judgment as a manager of
service dominant organization.

02

Ethical and Professional Conduct

A commitment to high ethical and professional standards as a manager
and an individual

03

Leading to a Progressive Society

A commitment to the betterment of society in making choices for and
mobilizing organizations

Social Skills

The ability of communicating, collaborating and teaming-up with others in
professional and social settings

Lifelong Learning

Self-managed, reflective learning for continues development with an
inquiring mindset

04
05
06
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Course Description
Table 1: Course Description

MSM 5131 - Quantitative Techniques for Services Management
Number
Overarchin Goal
Learning Outcome
of Credit
This course is designed to •Explain the importance of information
03
give a basic introduction to
fundamental concepts, methods
and techniques of Operations
Research (OR) and its use
in services management to
improve the quality of services.

based decision making in HRM context
•Identify and explain basic stoical
concepts.
•Demonstrate
the
ability
to
present business statistics in their
communication
•Calculate and interpret basic statistical
parameters
•Use appropriate software to present
and analyze business statistics,
demonstrate the ability to select
appropriate statistical models to solve
practical problems
•Demonstrate the ability to engage
in self-learning for professional
development

MSM 5132 - Services Management
Number
Overarchin Goal
Learning Outcome
of Credit
This course aims to improve •Describe nature of service and its
03
knowledge and skills in
managing
efficiency
and
quality of services of both
service
organizations
and
manufacturing organizations.

implications on service management.
•Describe key concepts/theories of
service management.
•Explain relationships between HRM,
Marketing and Operations in the
delivery of service.
•Demonstrate the ability to apply
knowledge of service management
across different services such as hotel,
hospital, education and finance.
•Demonstrate the ability to apply
knowledge of service management
in international context as well
service
dominant
manufacturing
organizations.
•Demonstrate team skills and ability to
interact with others effectively.
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MSM 5133 - Management Process
Number
Overarchin Goal
Learning Outcome
of Credit
In this course, students are •Describe key concepts of management
03
This course provides an
understanding of management
by
explaining
theories
principles, concepts, techniques
that can be practiced in
organizations to enhance their
effectiveness and efficiency.

and explain relationships among them.
•Explain and relate the contemporary
trends

in

management

to

their

organization.
•Identify and analyze management
problems and issues in organizations
and propose solutions for them.
•Demonstrate presentation skills and
interact with others effectively.

MSM 5231 - Accounting for Services
Number
Overarchin Goal
Learning Outcome
of Credit
This course aims to develop an •List out and define key concepts of
03
understanding and basic skills accounting.
of preparing and interpreting
accounting
and
financial
reporting within the context •Interpret and articulate
of service management for matters in accounting term.
effective decision making.

business

•Analyze accounting and financial
information for routine decision
making.
•Support the business decisions with
judgment based on accounting data.
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MSM 5232 - Organization, People and Performance Management
Number
Overarchin Goal
Learning Outcome
of Credit
The course aims to provide skill •Describe individual and
03
of analyzing human behavior
in service organizations and
developing human resource
management plans for effective
use of human resources in
services organizations.

behavior in organizations.

team

•Describe the effect of organizational
factors such as structure and culture on
human behavior in organizations.
•Analyze the effect of individual, team
and organizational behavior on people
management in service management
context.
•Evaluate HR policies, procedures and
practices in relation to their effect on
service management.
•Effectively
communicate
people
management requirements of service
organizations to HR professionals.

MSM 5233 - Technology Management in Services
Number
of Credit
This
03

Overarchin Goal

Learning Outcome

course provides the
students with an understanding
of the primary relationship
of technology to the strategic
advantages
of
services
organizations. In addition,
it aims to improve decision
making of students in relation
to use in technology in services.

•Describe possible use of technology
for competitive advantage.
•Explain the necessary infrastructure
needed for effective technology
acquisition and execution of technology.
•Evaluate alternative technology/
alternative uses of technology for
strategic priorities of organizations.
•Demonstrate the ability of foreseeing
future trends of technology and
analyzing their impact on service
management.
•Demonstrate the ability of effectively
negotiating with technology experts on
business related use of technology.
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MSM 5331 - Service Marketing Strategy
Number
Overarchin Goal
Learning Outcome
of Credit
This course intends to provide •Identify the special management
03
an understanding of theories
and practices in marketing
management aspects of service
organizations and develop the
skills of applying marketing
principles and tools for service
management.

issues and unique challenges involved
in marketing of services.

•Analyze the expectations of customers
and demonstrate the ability of
translating the result into design of
service products.
•Analyze service behavior and service
consumption of customers.
•Apply service marketing tools and
concepts to evaluate alternative service
offering.
•Formulate
Service
marketing
strategies

MSM 5332 – Service Supply Chain Management
Number
of Credit
This
03

Overarchin Goal

Learning Outcome

course explores the
management of supply chains
to improve an organization’s
overall
supply
efficiency
as it applies to the service
organizations.
The
course
approaches the subject along
three perspectives, namely
supply chain policy, supply
chain implementation and
supply chain performance.

•Critically analyze and discuss in
a systematic manner the concepts,
principles and models related to Supply
Chain Management.
•Analyze the supply chain of
organizations,
specially
service
organization and measure performance
improvement.
•Identify and evaluate contributions
of supply chain management to key
strategies of organizations.
•Evaluate supply change policy of
organizations.
•Demonstrate
team
skills
and
development
of
interactions
in
professional community.
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MSM 5333 - Customer Relationship Management
Number
Overarchin Goal
Learning Outcome
of Credit
This course aims at equipping •Describe the meaning and importance
03
the
participants
with
a
comprehensive set of concepts
required
for
managing
relationships with the current
and potential customers of
service organizations

of CRM in service management.

•List out and discuss key CRM
concepts, theories and tools.
•Analyze the CRM programme in
service organizations.
•Demonstrate the capacity of designing
and executing CRM programs in
service organizations.
•Display the ability of developing
interactions
in
a
professional
community.

MSM 6431 - Strategic Service Management **
Number
of Credit
03

Overarchin Goal

Learning Outcome

The purpose of this course is
to improve skills of strategic
decision making of managers in
services organizations.

•Describe the integrative model of
strategic management process and
define key concepts of strategic
management.
•Describe the special concerns of
formulating strategies for services.
•Formulate organizational
mission, goals and values.

vision,

•Use strategic tools and frameworks
to analyze and formulate strategies
effectively.
•Formulate strategies at corporate and
business level .
•Provide leadership for strategy
formulation and execution.
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MSM 6432 - Globalizing of Services **
Number
Overarchin Goal
Learning Outcome
of Credit
This course aims to provide the •Explain what globalization and what
03
knowledge and understanding
of key methods, principles
and practices of globalizing a
service and issues of globalizing
service.

globalization of business means.

•Explain
specific
challenges
of
globalizing services and specially Sri
Lankan services.
•Analyze strategies of globalizing
service and select appropriate strategies
for globalization of services.
•Demonstrate the capacity of executing
global service strategies.
•Demonstrate the insight into future
developments of globalization of
business in general and globalization
of service business specifically.
•Demonstrate presentation skills.

MSM 6433 - Research Methodology
Number
Overarchin Goal
Learning Outcome
of Credit
This course provides students •Appreciate philosophical foundation
02
with the theoretical knowledge
and basic skills required to carry
out a research study in services
management area and also to
provide a thorough knowledge
of dealing with complex
problems systematically.

of knowledge in research.
•Demonstrate
approaching
systematically.

the
capacity
of
business
issues

•Describe a range
quantitative
and
designs/strategies.

of qualitative,
mixed-method

•Appreciate ethical issues in business/
management research.
•Conduct and report basic research in
written and orally.
•Develop an initial proposal for thesis.
•Demonstrate the ability of selflearning for professional development.
Master of Science in Service Management
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MSM 6531 – Seminar on Research
Number
of Credit
This
01

Overarchin Goal

Learning Outcome

course
intends
to
provide required input and
close direction for students
interned to take Thesis for the
development of their proposal.

•Demonstrate the ability to participate
in research seminar.
•Ability to communicate scholarly
work effectively in writing.
•Develop a research proposal for their
Thesis.
•Defend the Thesis orally.

MSM 6532 – Business Law
Number
of Credit
03

Overarchin Goal

Learning Outcome

This
course
intends
to
familiarize students with Sri
Lankan legal environment
that will affect the smooth
functioning of business.

•Describe the Sri Lankan legal system
and the legal environment of business
2.
Define relevant legal terms in business
•Explain basic principles of law
that apply to business and business
transactions.
•Demonstrate the ability to engage in
effective dialog with legal professionals
in relation to business matters.
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MSM 6533 - Project Management for services organizations
Number
of Credit
This
03

Overarchin Goal

Learning Outcome

course discusses the
fundamentals
of
project
Management and provides the
ability of using relevant project
management software. The
course approaches from both
project manager perspective
and client perspective with the
objective of developing students
to play both roles.

•Describe the project management
process.
•Identify issues in project management
in relation to service organizations.
•Use a specialized project management
software to design, implement and
plan a project.
•Maintain an effective relationship
with key stakeholders of a project.
•Prepare and evaluate a project contract
and communicate with relevant parties.

MSM 6631 - Contemporary Issues in service Management
Number
of Credit
03

Overarchin Goal

Learning Outcome

This course intends to provide •Appreciate the relationship among
an understanding of the current business, government and society as
issues in Service Management. they relate to business in general and
services specifically.
•Engage in a dialogue with other
business leaders in contemporary
business practices and issues, specially
related to services effectively.
•Demonstrate foresight into the future
of services management.
•Demonstrate the ability of selflearning for professional development.
•Demonstrating
the
communicate
in
a
community effectively.

ability
to
professional
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MSM 6600 - Thesis
Number
Overarchin Goal
Learning Outcome
of Credit
The course aims to provide the •Demonstrate broad knowledge of
15
ability of conducting scholarly
research
independently,
especially in the service
management area as well as the
ability of dealing with complex
issues
systematically
and
communicate them effectively.

service management.

•Conduct original research on service
management issues.
•Communicate an argument orally and
defend it at a scholarly audience.
•Prepare a well-written dissertation.
•Prepare manuscript to the high-end
symposium/colloquium.

** The student reading for Master of Science in Services Management may opt for these course as a
non credit cource and the results of the cource shall be given in the transcript.
Source: IHRA By Laws
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Entry Requirements
Possesses any one or more of the following qualifications;
1. Bachelors (Honors) Degree with four (04) years duration and one (01) year
working experience in managerial or similar capacity.
					OR
2. Bachelors Degree with minimum three (03) years of duration and two (02)
years working experience in managerial or similar capacity.
					OR
3. Two (02) years working experience in managerial or similar capacity with
one of following professional qualifications.
i. Attorney at Laws
ii.Member of Institute of Chartered Accountants of Sri Lanka (ACA)
iii.Member of Chartered Institute of Management Accountants (ACMA)
iv. Member of Associate Certified Chartered Accountants - (ACCA)
v. Member of Chartered Institute of Marketing (UK or Sri Lanka)
vi. Member of Certified Management Accountants (CMA)
vii. Associate Member of Institute of Personal Management Sri Lanka
(AMIPMSL)
					OR
4. Postgraduate Diploma with two (03) years working experience in
managerial or similar capacity.
					OR
5. Two (02) years of working experience in managerial or similar capacity
with one of following Qualifications.
i. Advanced National Diploma in Technology
ii Diploma in Accounting at Technical Colleges
iii. Diploma in Commerce at Technical Colleges
iv. National Diploma in Technology (NDT)
v. Higher National Diplomas at SLIATE
vi. National Diploma in Engineering Science (NDES)
					AND
6. Has demonstrated competence in the relevant field and potential for future
career development;
					AND
7. Has a good working knowledge of English language.
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Application Process
When to Apply....
Applications open in January to March 2018 for enrolment in the following academic
year.
How to Apply....
Application
forms
for
the
above
programmes
could
be
obtained
from
www.ihra.cmb.ac.lk
or
by
sending
e-mail
to
smgtunit@gmail.com or personally visiting to the institute. Duly filled
application form along with bank receipt of LKR 2000/= as application
processing fee should be sent by Registered post to reach the “Assistant Registrar,
Institute of Human Resource Advancement, University of Colombo, No. 275,
Bauddhaloka Mawatha, Colombo 07” on or before 07th March 2018.
Indicate the course applied on the top left hand corner of the envelope.

Assessment of the Applicants
Admission
admission

to the institute’s programmes of study is
procedure
includes
two/three
steps

competitive. The
of
evaluation:

a)

Review and Assessment of application and qualifications based on the
details given in application.

b)

Admission Test and/or

c)

Interview.
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Registration
A person whose application for
admission to the Programme is
accepted by the relevant Board of
Study shall take steps to register for the
respective Programme subject to the
approval of the Academic Syndicate not
later than the prescribed date and shall
make the payment to the Institute, the
library deposits and any other deposits
and the prescribed fees including the
registration
fee,
course
fee,
examination fee and any other fees
as specified by the Syndicate on the
recommendation of the relevant Board
of Study. If you are selected for the
programme, it is regarded as a fully
invitation to register for the programme.
Details of how to register will be
included in the letter of offer sent to you.

The Academic Calendar
The duration of each Academic Year
shall, under normal circumstances,
be a continuous period of 52 weeks
from its beginning. Each Academic
Year shall consist of Trimesters, viz.,
the First Trimester, Second Trimester
and Third Trimester. The Trimester
consist of 18 to 22 weeks, from the
first day of the commencement of
a Trimester till the day prior to the
commencement of the next Trimester,
and shall include the intervening
periods. of vacation, study leave. Classes
will be held as three, hour session on
Saturday (and Sunday, if necessary,
9.00 am to 4.00 pm). Graduation
ceremonies are held in December.

Once, an applicant is registered as a
student of the respective programme,
it is valid for Two Academic Years
of the respective programme. If a
student, for any reason,decides to
follow or sit for Examination in a
subsequent year or part thereof, then
s/he shall renew the registration for
that Academic Year. It is the duty
of a student to ensure that his/her
registration
remains
in
force
throughout the duration of the
Programme, even in the event that the
Programme
extends
beyond
the
period of validity of the registration.
The maximum period of candidature
of a student of the Programme shall
be six (06) years from the initial
registration.
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Medium of Instructions
Lectures are conducted only in the English medium during all two years of the
degree programme.

Examination
Attendance Policy
In order to sit for the examination, s/he must attend at least 80 per cent of the
classes allotted.
Assessment
There shall also be a Continuous Assessment which may include
individual and/or group assignments, mid-trimester tests, quizzes, term papers,
executive reports, presentations etc.
Determination of Results
Performance of students in each course and The Project/Executive Report or
Thesis, as the case may be/shall be graded and Point Value shall be assigned
in accordance with the details given in Table 02.
Table 2: Grade and Point Value

Source: IHRA By Laws
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Award of the Masters Degree
Eligibility to qualify for the award of the Master of Sceince in Services
Management Programme is determined according to the following criteria:
i. Earned minimum of 27 credits from Taught Courses that are offered
in the first academic year and the Trimester I of the Second
Academi Year;
ii. Earned 06 Credits from Project / Executive Report;
iii. Earned a GP not less than 3.3 (Grade B+) for any of the courses that 		
is considered under sub-section i of this section and 06 Credits from
Project/Executive Report that is considered under sub-section ii of
this section; and
iv. Earned a cumulative GPA of not less than 3.3 for the entire
programme.
Eligibility to qualify for the award of the Master of Science in Services
Management Programme is determined according to the following criteria:

i. Earned 45 credits from Taught Courses;
ii. Earned 15 credits from the Thesis;
iii. Earned a GP not less than 3.3 (Grade B+) for any of the courses that 		
is considered under sub-section i of this section and the Thesis that
is considered under sub-section ii of this section; and
iv. Earned a cumulative GPA of not less than 3.3 for the entire programme.
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Excellence in Performance
A student may qualify to be awarded the Masters Degree i.e. Masters Degree
by Coursework with a Merit Pass if s/he secures a cumulative GPA of not less
than 4.0 (Grade A) and qualifies for the award of the Masters Degree at the first
attempt or deem to be the first attempt.

Fee Structure
Table 3: Fee Structure

Fee Structure
Course fee
Registration fee
Examination fee
Library Fee
Total
Source: IHRA Database

1st Installment
(At the
Registration)
Rs. 82,000.00
Rs.5,000.00
Rs.18,000.00
Rs. 5,000.00
Rs.110,000.00

2nd Installment
Rs. 110,000.00
Rs. 110,000.00

3rd Installment
Rs. 70,000.00
Rs. 70, 000.00

An application fee of LKR 2000/= must pay at the time of sending application.
Course fee can be paid as three installments as above table. Course fees once
paid are not refundable in whole or in part.
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A glimpse of metropolitan life
IHRA is located at the premises
of the University of Colombo-one
and only Sri Lankan metropolitan
university. Dusimas of skyscrapers
being constructed, opening of large
scale, up-market shopping moles,
recreational facilities and new
landscapes, and finally busy roads
even in mid-nights indicate the
City of Colombo is going through a
major transformation and is likely to
emerge as an important mega police
in South Asia during next few years.

IHRA is at the piece of land bounded
on one side by Bauddhaloka Mawatha
and Stanly Wijesundara Mawatha on
the other, thus it is easily accessible from
all corners of the city and its suburbs;
Kollupitiya, Borella, Nugegoda, Pettah
or Wellawatta. The Independence
Square, Tharangani Movie Theater,
several playgrounds and Arcade
Independence Square a shopping mole
are just a walking distance, so IHRA
has its own character distinguishing
from
other
similar
institutes.
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Learning as Experience

We at IHRA makes a maximum effort to
provide you with a learning experience
which is professionally rewarding,
experiential and memorable. We do
not miss any opportunity of extending
your learning experience with social
and cultural life that one can expect in
a university. We organize or support
students to organize cultural events,
recreational activities and social activities
for which all members of IHRA community
participate enthusiastically. Aurdu Ulela,
Six-A-Side cricket tournament and blood
donation have now become permenant
events of our annual calendar. Learning
techniques are carefully chosen to equip
you with cutting-edge knowledge,
facilitate to reflect your own experience
and expose you to new and different
ways of managing organization. We
expect our students, once they complete
their chosen programme, practice their
profession as a craft, so that you are given
the opportunity to learning-by-doing

while theory and practice are given an
equal weightage in all our programs.
While each of students are provided
with opportunity to explore themselves
and take charge of his/her personal
development, our faculty is always ready
to travel an extra mile to meet your
specific needs.
You can expect a combination of
lectures, seminars, workshops, guest
talks, student led seminars, lab work,
Outward-bound training, field visits,
residential workshops as part of your
learning experience. While our teachers
are provided with opportunity to interact
with industry so that they know what
is happening in ‘corporate world’ and
what it needs, some of them have even
come from the industry. We also draw
resource persons from other faculties of
University of Colombo, other neighboring
universities and industry.
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Residential Workshops
An important feature of programme delivery is residential workshops.
Usually, they are held in hotels away from Colombo. These workshops
help students and faculty to examine current issues in management in a
quiet and restful environment that promotes creativity in group settings.
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Facilities

Student Discipline

Our own lecture theatres are equipped

The IHRA considers attendance of 80%

with state-of-art learning/teaching

of the classes held for each course as

support systems, comfortable and

the required proportion to be eligible

elegant seating arrangements. Your

to sit for final examination. Absence

learning is supported by our Learning

from the class due to any reason such

Management

While

as medical, official or personal reasons

continually improving our facilities

should be managed with this limit.

including the building spaces to

However, if a student had to be absent

create the best learning environment

for a longer period (More than four

for you, we, at the moment, greatly

(04) weeks) continuously, such request

rely on facilities of other faculties.

shall be considered and allowed for

Systems.

deferment of the programme subject

Library Service
Established in 1975 as the main library
for IHRA which supports teaching,
learning

and

research

activities

connected to Bachelors and Masters
programmes of the Institute. The
library collection consists of about
6000 reference books and 12,000
lending books. There is a special
collection
to

consists of books related

English

Language,

Literature

and serials across all disciplines in
Social

and

Management

Studies.

It is opened from 9.30 a.m. to

to board approval. And also to secure
and maintain professional and ethical
standards pertaining to discipline,
students are expected to exercise
restraint in their conduct both inside
and outside the Institute. And no
student shall keep away from classes
or any form of activities organized
as a part of teaching/learning or
leave the Island, or withdraw from
examination, a classroom test or any
other form of evaluation without
prior

approval

of

the

Institute.

5.00 p.m. on weekdays and from 9.00
a.m. to 4.30 p.m. during vacation for
referencing and lending purposes.
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Why Choose IHRA
Many reasons could be sighted to
justify your decision to choose IHRA
for your academic carrier. Firstly,
IHRA is an institute of University
of Colombo, the most recognized
Sri Lankan University. University of
Colombo has been placed within the
top 980 universities in the world by
the Times Higher Education World
University Rankings 2016-2017. All
our Masters and Bachelors Degrees are
awarded by the University of Colombo
at its convocation, while it scrutinizes
all our academic activities closely
to ensure we meet high standards
and quality that the University of
Colombo preserve throughout its
yearly history. So, when you choose
us, you choose the best academic
institution in
Sri Lanka. Secondly,
unlike traditional universities whose
focus is ‘school leavers’ the focus
of IHRA is ‘employees’. Therefore
we do not have an issue of priority

of meeting the needs of different
categories of students, you are the only
category that we have to pay attention
to. Therefore, unlike many others
institutes, our systems, our people
and our competencies are developed
to serve you to the maximum. Thirdly
and finally, its location that has made
traveling to it hassle-free cannot be
forgotten as on one hand the traffic
is beating us on all roads in Colombo
even in week-ends very often in early
hours of nights. You certainly look
for all possible ways to avoid wasting
time on the road as you could be a
‘busiest’ professional, a‘working’
mother or a father. IHRA is located
at Bauddaloka Mawatha just a
few meters away from Thunmulla
Junction. IHRA is located in an ideal
place and this can be approached
from Borella, Bambalapitiya, Pettah
and
Nugegoda
conveniently.
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